The enzyme-catalyzed conversion of a substrate into a product is a common reaction motif in cellular chemical systems. In the three reactions that comprise this process, the intermediate enzyme-substrate complex is usually much more likely to decay into its original constituents than to produce a product molecule. This condition makes the reaction set mathematically "stiff". We show here how the simulation of this stiff reaction set can be dramatically speeded up relative to the standard stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) by using a recently introduced procedure called the slow-scale SSA. The speedup occurs because the slow-scale SSA explicitly simulates only the relatively rare conversion reactions, skipping over occurrences of the other two less interesting but much more frequent reactions. We describe, explain, and illustrate this simulation procedure for the isolated enzyme-substrate reaction set, and then we show how the procedure extends to the more typical case in which the enzyme-substrate reactions occur together with other reactions and species. Finally, we explain the connection between this slow-scale SSA approach and the Michaelis-Menten formula, which has long been used in deterministic chemical kinetics to describe the enzyme-substrate reaction.
I. INTRODUCTION
The simple enzyme-substrate reaction set, 
describes a common mechanism by which an enzyme 1 S catalyzes the conversion of a substrate 2 S into a product 4 S . The conversion proceeds by way of an unstable enzymesubstrate complex 3 S , which decays either into its original constituents 1 S and 2 S , or into its converted constituents 1 S and 4 S . Often, the former outcome is much more likely than the latter, in consequence of the condition 2 3 c c ,
and we shall assume that this condition holds in what follows. But we make no assumptions about the molecular population levels of the various species; in particular, we expressly allow that the average number of 3 S molecules might be small, even less than one, which sometimes happens in practice. Accordingly, our analysis will suppose that the system's state vector ( ) 1 4 ( ) ( ), , ( )
X t is the number of molecules of species i S in the system at time t , moves over the non-negative integer lattice in a stochastic manner. The stochasticity is a consequence of the premise that, if ( ) X t x = , then each reaction 
On account of condition (2) , the reaction set (1) evolves on two separate time scales: the "fast" time scale of reactions 1 R and 2 R , and the "slow" time scale of reaction 3 R . In the context of a traditional deterministic analysis, the system is said to be stiff, and numerically solving the associated ordinary differential equations then poses special challenges. From the stochastic viewpoint that we are taking here, the difficulty introduced by the stiffness condition (2) is that the stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA), which simulates the discrete reaction events sequentially in accordance with the propensity functions, 1 is forced to simulate very many 1 R and 2 R reactions in order to simulate each 3 R reaction. Since the former reactions merely "undo" each other while the latter completes the conversion of a substrate molecule into a product molecule, 1 R and 2 R are "frequently occurring unimportant" reactions, while 3 R is a "rarely occurring important" reaction. A more efficient stochastic simulation procedure would skip over the 1 R and 2 R reactions and simulate only the 3 R reactions. An approximate way of doing that is afforded by the recently introduced slow-scale stochastic simulation algorithm. 2 In Secs. II through VIII, we show how the slow-scale SSA can be applied to reactions (1) under condition (2) to achieve a substantial gain in simulation speed at practically no cost in simulation accuracy. In Sec. IX we describe how the simulation procedure is to be applied in the more common case in which reactions (1) are occurring together with other reactions and species. And finally, in Sec. X, we connect the slowscale SSA approach to some well-known deterministic strategies of approximating reactions (1) , namely the quasi-steady-state approximation, the partial-equilibrium approximation, and, most particularly, the Michaelis-Menten formula.
System (1) has been addressed previously by Rao and Arkin 3 using an approach very similar to the one described here. We believe that our approach represents an improvement over Ref. 3 , both in its theoretical perspective and in its algorithmic implementation; however, the development of our approach was materially aided and informed by that earlier work.
II. PARTITIONING THE SYSTEM
A detailed derivation of the slow-scale SSA is given in Ref. 2 . We shall not repeat that derivation here, but simply describe how the slow-scale SSA is applied to reactions (1) under condition (2) . The first step is to partition the reaction set 1 2 3 { , , } R R R into fast and slow subsets. In general this partitioning is only provisional, since a final decision as to whether it is satisfactory cannot be made until a later stage of the analysis. In this case, we take 1 R and 2 R to be fast reactions, and 3 R to be a slow reaction.
The next step is to partition the species set 1 4 { , , } S S into fast and slow subsets. The rule for doing this is unambiguous: Any species whose population gets changed by a fast reaction is called a fast species, and all other species are called slow. So in the present case, 1 S , 2 S and 3 S will be fast species, and 4 S will be a slow species. The system state vector can now be written
, where the fast process is ( )
, and the slow process is
The fact that the only reactant in the slow reaction is a fast species underscores the asymmetric and rather subtle relationship between fast and slow reactions and fast and slow species.
The third step in setting up the slow-scale SSA is to construct what is called the virtual fast process f ( ) X t . It is defined to be the fast state variables evolving under only the fast reactions; i.e., f ( ) X t is f ( ) X t with all the slow reactions switched off. Since the slow reactions by definition occur only infrequently, we may expect that f ( ) X t will provide a reasonably good approximation to f ( ) X t . This approximation will be useful Two conditions, which together define what might be called "stochastic stiffness", are now required to be satisfied in order for the slow-scale SSA to be applicable: First, the virtual fast process f ( ) X t must be stable, in the sense that it approaches a well defined time-independent limit f ( ) X ∞ as t → ∞ ; this requirement can be thought of as the stochastic equivalent of the well known deterministic stiffness requirement that the system's fastest dynamical mode be stable. Second, the approach of f ( ) X t to f ( ) X ∞ must be accomplished in a time that is small compared to the expected time to the next slow reaction; this is essentially a refinement of condition (2) -a more precise specification of the degree of separation that must exist between the time scales of the fast and slow reactions. If these two conditions are not satisfied, then we must modify our initial partitioning of the reactions into fast and slow subsets. And if that fails, we must forego using the slow-scale SSA. We shall later see that, for our problem here, both of these stiffness conditions will be satisfied if the inequality (2) is strong enough.
Our virtual fast process f ( ) X t obeys two conservation relations:
These can be understood by viewing an 3 S molecule as the union of one 1 S molecule and one 2 S molecule, so that Eq. (4a) expresses the constancy of the total number of 1 S molecular units, and Eq. (4b) the constancy of the total number of 2 S molecular units, all under the two fast reactions 1 R and 2 R . Equations (4a) and (4b) reduce the number of independent variables making up the virtual fast process from three to one, which is a considerable mathematical simplification. By contrast, the real fast process f ( ) X t satisfies Eq. (4a) but not Eq. (4b), since f ( ) X t is affected by the slow reaction 3 R . f ( ) X t thus has two independent variables, and accordingly would be more difficult to analyze than f ( ) X t .
III. THE SLOW-SCALE APPROXIMATION
The condition that f ( ) X t approaches f ( ) X ∞ in a time that is small compared to the expected time to the next slow reaction -a condition that we shall quantify later -sets the stage for invoking a result called the Slow-Scale Approximation.
2
This approximation forms the theoretical basis for the slow-scale SSA. It says, in essence, that we can approximately simulate reactions (1) one 3 R reaction at a time if we replace the 3 R propensity function 3 3 3 ( ) a x c x = with its average with respect to the asymptotic virtual fast process,
This surrogate propensity function for 3 R is called its "slow-scale propensity function".
To use it, we obviously must be able to compute 3 ( ) X ∞ . And if we want to allow reactions (1) to occur along with other slow reactions besides 3 R , which might have as reactants any of the fast species in any combination, we would also need to be able to
, since these values might be needed to construct the slow-scale propensity functions for those other slow reactions. And finally, if we want our simulation to show the trajectories of the fast species as well as the trajectories of slow species, as we usually do, then we will need to be able to efficiently generate random samples of 1 ( ) X ∞ , 2 ( ) X ∞ , and 3 ( ) X ∞ , since that is how the fast species trajectories get constructed in the slow-scale SSA.
In the next two sections we shall show how all these computations involving the asymptotic virtual fast process f ( ) X ∞ can be done.
IV. THE MASTER EQUATION FOR THE VIRTUAL FAST PROCESS
We begin our analysis of the virtual fast process by using the conservation relations (4) 
Here,
gives the probability, given 3
The master equation for 3 ( ) X t reads
where
is the probability that 3
It follows from Eqs. (4a) and (4b) that 3 ( ) X t will be bounded above by
Now, a bounded birth-death Markov process is always stable, meaning in this case that (0)  3  T1 T2 3 ( , | , , ) P x t x x x will approach, as t → ∞ , a well-behaved stationary form,
. This of course is the probability density function of 3 ( ) X ∞ . And being a time-independent solution of the master equation (7), it satisfies
Rearranging this equation reveals that that the quantity
must be a constant (independent of 3 x ), and a consideration of the case 3 0 x = shows that that constant must be zero; thus we obtain the detailed balance relation:
A simple rearrangement of (9) yields a recursion relation for 
Another approach to computing these moments is as follows: First, sum the detailed balance relation (9) over all 3 x to obtain
Next, multiply Eq. (9) through by 3 n x , and then sum the result over all 3 x to obtain
When the polynomial functions (12b) become an infinite set of equations that interrelate all the moments of 3 ( ) X ∞ .
For the stepping functions (6), the calculations indicated in Eqs. (10a), (10b), and (11) can all be carried out numerically unless 3Max
x is so large as to make that impractical (see the Appendix for details). But analytical solutions to these equations turn out to be too cumbersome to be computationally useful. Nor is it possible to solve Eqs. (12a) and (12b) for the moments; because, the quadratic form of the function (12b) to contain 3 3 ( ) X ∞ , etc., so there is always one more unknown moment than there are interrelating equations. For all these reasons, we need to develop some approximate computational strategies.
V. PRACTICAL APPROXIMATE COMPUTATIONS OF 3 ( ) X ∞
In this section we shall describe practical approximate ways to compute the first two moments of 3 ( ) X ∞ and to generate random samples of 3 ( ) X ∞ . We shall investigate when these approximate methods are satisfactory, and how to proceed alternatively when they are not. Finally, we shall derive a quantitative test -essentially a refinement of condition (2) -that will tell us when the slow-scale SSA is applicable to reactions (1).
A. The First Two Moments
Let us first focus on estimating 3 ( ) X ∞ and 2 3 ( ) X ∞ . Note that a knowledge of these two moments will enable us to easily compute asymptotic first and second moments involving any of the other fast species 1 S and 2 S , for use in computing the slow-scale propensity functions of any slow reactions besides 3 R . Thus, from the conservation relations (4a) and (4b) we have
and so it follows that
and so forth. The corresponding variances can then be calculated from
and it is not hard to show from Eqs. (13) that these three variances will be equal.
The simplest approximation to the first moment 3 ( ) X ∞ is the stationary (asymptotic) solution to the deterministic reaction rate equation (RRE) for 3 ( ) X t ,
The stationary solution
Notice that this is the same as Eq. (12a), except that 3 ( ) n X ∞ has now been approximated by 3 ( ) n X ∞ . Inserting the explicit formulas (6) for the functions W ± and then applying the quadratic formula, we find that the only solution to Eq. (16) in the
As we shall see later, RRE 3 X practically always turns out to be an acceptably accurate approximation to 3 ( ) X ∞ . But this deterministic approach of approximating ( , | , ) P x x x ∞ will be the greatest integer in a down-going root of the function
For the stepping functions (6) , this function is
Since this is the equation for a concave-up parabola, it will have at most one down-going root, dgr 3
x , and the quadratic formula reveals that root to be
This value therefore locates the single maximum of the function
0, x . Comparing Eqs. (20) and (17) x are both 1 . It can further be shown from the recursion relation (10a) that the variance of the "best Gaussian fit" to the function
in the vicinity of the maximum at dgr 3
x is given by the simple formula
where the prime on α denotes the derivative. Using Eqs. (6) and (19), this works out to
Since the function 3 T1 T2
( , | , ) P x x x ∞ has only one peak, and since
gives the variance of the best Gaussian fit to that peak, then it should be reasonable to approximate
Thus we are led to the following approximate formulas for the first two moments of
Here, Eq. (23a) refers to formula (17), and Eq. (23b) refers to formulas (22) and (20). Any first or second order moments involving the other fast species 1 S and 2 S , which might be needed to evaluate slow-scale propensity functions of other slow reactions besides 3 R , can be computed from these estimates by using Eqs. (14a), (14b), etc.
B. Condition for Applying the Slow-Scale SSA
Another useful result from the general theory of stable birth-death Markov processes concerns the relaxation time, or equivalently the fluctuation time, of the process. It characterizes the time it takes the process to reach its stationary asymptotic form, or equivalently, the time it takes the process to fully explore the region under the peak of its stationary probability density function. The theory tells us that for the virtual fast process 3 ( ) X t , this time f t can be estimated by the formula
It is shown in the proof of the Slow-Scale Approximation in Ref.
2 that the following condition must hold in order for the slow-scale SSA to be applicable: the relaxation time of the virtual fast process must be comfortably less than the expected time to the next slow reaction. In this case, the former time is estimated by (24). The latter time, the mean time to the next 3 R reaction, can be estimated as the reciprocal of the 3 R propensity function 3 3 3 ( ) a x c x = , with 3 x replaced by its most likely value dgr 3
x . Thus, the condition for applying the slow-scale SSA to reactions (1) is
Since ( )
, the magnitude of the first term on the left is always less than the magnitude of second term; therefore, (25) will be satisfied if the inequality (2) is strong enough that 2 c is "comfortably larger" than 3 c times the average number of 3 S molecules. Condition (25) is the earlier mentioned "refinement" of condition (2) . The stronger the inequality (25) is, the more accurate the slow-scale SSA will be.
C. Generating Random Samples
A simple approximate way to generate a random sample of 3 ( ) X ∞ is to take a cue from the normal approximation that was used in deriving formula (21), and assume that σ σ = + , we can generate a random sample 3 x of 3 ( ) X ∞ under this approximation by drawing a random sample n of the "unit normal" random variable (0,1) , and then making use of the estimates (23a) and (23b) for the mean and variance of 3 ( ) X ∞ . More specifically, we generate the random sample as
where the real number in braces is to be rounded to the nearest integer in the interval
. The associated random samples of the populations of other two fast species 1 S and 2 S can then be computed from this value through the conservation relations (4a) and (4b):
D. Condition for Using These Approximations
To see under what conditions the approximations (23a), (23b), and (26) should be acceptable, let us compare the numerical predictions of these formulas to the exact results for some specific numerical examples. The exact results will be obtained by evaluating the function 3 T1 T2
( , | , ) P x x x ∞ using Eqs. (10a) and (10b).
For
For these values, 
, which is the basis for the sampling approximation (27). On the linear scale of this graph, the two curves appear to be practically the same. A semi-log plot, however, would reveal significant differences in the far tails, from 20 down to 0 and from 80 up to 220; e.g., for 3 20 x = the normal approximation is too large by a factor of 9.3, and for 3 80 x = it is too small by a factor of 0.36. Further out in the tails the differences are in orders of magnitude. But these differences will not be important for generating random samples of 3 ( ) X ∞ , because in those tails both curves are extremely small compared to 1; e.g., the Gaussian value at 3 20 x = is 
The value of RRE 3 X in this case is actually quite good, disagreeing with the exact value . And Fig. 2 ( , | , ) P x x x ∞ is "significantly different from zero", is small, usually less than about 15 (cf. Fig. 2 ). In such circumstances, it becomes feasible to evaluate 3 T1 T2
( , | , ) P x x x ∞ using the exact formulas (10a) and (10b), and then compute the first two moments exactly and generate a random sample exactly. This is what we propose to do when condition (31) is not satisfied. In the Appendix, we outline the most efficient way to carry out these exact calculations.
VI. THE SLOW-SCALE SSA FOR REACTIONS (1)
We are now in a position to describe the slow-scale stochastic simulation algorithm for simulating reactions (1) . After presenting the algorithm in full, we will discuss each of its steps in detail.
Step 0 (Initialization): 
Step 1 (Begin simulation loop):
If condition (25) is satisfied, set 3 3 3 ( ) a c X = ∞ ; otherwise, abort this procedure and use the exact SSA or tau-leaping to advance the system in time.
Step 2 (Find the next slow reaction): Draw a unit-interval uniform random number r , and set ( ) ( )
Step 3 (Actualize the next slow reaction): a)
Step x x x = − .
Step 5 (End loop): a) Plot Step 0 makes the necessary initializing computations. In (a) we input the parameter values, in (b) we initialize the time and state variables, and in (c) we evaluate the "constants" T1 x , T2 
we evaluate the mean of 3 ( ) X ∞ using the exact procedure described in the Appendix.
Step 1 checks to see if the relaxation time of the virtual fast process is less than the expected time to the next slow 3 ( ) R reaction. If it is, we prepare to step to the next 3 R reaction by evaluating its slow-scale propensity function, 3 a . If it is not, we should not use the slow-scale SSA.
Step 2 generates the time to the next 3 R reaction. We use the standard SSA timestep formula, except the actual 3 R propensity function 3 a is replaced by the slow-scale 3 R propensity function 3 a , in accordance with the Slow-Scale Approximation (see Sec. III).
Step 3 actualizes the next 3 R reaction by (a) updating the time variable, (b) changing the species populations according to the stoichiometry of reaction 3 R , and (c) computing the post-reaction values of the parameters T2
x and 3Max x . In connection with the last, note that the state change (b) decreases the value of parameter T2 2 3
x x x = + by 1 but leaves the value of parameter T1 1 3 x x x = + unchanged.
Step 4 "relaxes" the fast state variables by sampling them at a time after the 3 R reaction that is typically short compared to the time step τ just taken, but long enough that the virtual fast process will have relaxed to its asymptotic form. The relaxed values for the fast state variables are generated by first picking 3 x as a random sample of 3 ( ) X ∞ , using the post-reaction parameter values just computed in Step 3c, and then choosing 1 x and 2 x in accordance with the conservation relations. Generating the sample value 3 x is the key here. To do that, we begin in (a) by computing the location 3 x accordingly. If not
we generate the random sample of 3 ( ) X ∞ exactly, using the procedure described in the Appendix, and in the process we also calculate 3 ( ) X ∞ exactly. Either way, we leave Step 4 with a post-reaction value for 3 ( ) X ∞ that can be used to evaluate 3 a on the next pass through Step 1.
Step 5 reads out the current state, and then either loops back to simulate the next 3 R reaction or else stops.
VII. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
To illustrate the slow-scale SSA for reactions (1), we first take the parameter values Figure 3 shows the results of an exact SSA run made using these values, with the molecular populations of all the species being plotted out immediately after the occurrence of each 3 R reaction. After an initial rapid transient that brings the free enzyme population 1 X down from 220 and the enzyme-substrate complex population 3 X up from 0, a quasi-equilibrium is established between those two species. Thereafter, the substrate population 2 X slowly decreases, and the product population 4 X slowly increases, until all 3000 of the initial substrate molecules have been converted into product molecules, and the free enzyme population 1 X has returned to its initial value 220. The 3000 th 3 R reaction event actually occurred at time For the parameter values (32), the left hand side of condition (25) is found to be about 260 times larger than the right hand side, and that favorable imbalance only improves as the simulation proceeds since dgr 3 x , which approximately locates the center of the 3 X trajectory in Fig. 3a , decreases. The slow-scale SSA should therefore be applicable. Figure 4 shows the results of a slow-scale SSA run, with the molecular populations again plotted out immediately after each 3 R reaction. The trajectories in Fig.  4 are statistically indistinguishable from those in Fig. 3 , at least on the scale of these figures, which means that the slow-scale SSA is performing very well. Whereas the exact SSA run in Fig. 3 had to simulate 58.4 million reactions, the approximate slowscale SSA run in Fig. 4 simulated only 3000 reactions. The run time for Fig. 4 was about 1.75 seconds, whereas the run time for Fig. 3 was 27.75 minutes, giving a real-time speedup factor for the slow-scale SSA of about 950. By monitoring the value of Norm J in the slow-scale SSA run, it was determined that Step 4b was used to generate the 3 X trajectory from time 0 until time 5 7.8 10 × , and thereafter
Step 4c was used; we note that the transition between those two computational methods for generating the 3 X trajectory cannot be detected in the data.
Our second example illustrates a case in which the average number of molecules of the enzyme-substrate complex 3 S remains less than one for an extended period of time. The plots in Fig. 5 show the results of an exact SSA run for the parameter values Figure 5a shows the steady decline of the substrate 2 ( ) S population, and the steady increase in the product 4 ( ) S population, with the data points being taken immediately after each 3 R reaction. There are 1,172 3 R reaction events in the time span shown here, and a total of 13.7 million reaction events in all, so over 11,000 fast reaction events ( 1 R and 2 R ) typically occur between successive points in Fig. 5a . Figure 5b shows the population of the enzyme-substrate complex 3 ( ) S taken at these same times. Note that most of the time 3 X is either 0 or 1, but it is practically never greater that 3. , a value chosen to give the same total number of plotted points as in Figs. 5a and 5b. The slight difference between the 3 X plots in Figs. 5b and 5c (note for instance the higher number of 3 3 X = events in Fig. 5c ) reflects the fact that the 3 X population is not statistically independent of the times at which 3 R reactions occur. That becomes clear when we recognize that an 3 R reaction is twice as likely to occur when 3 2 X = as when 3 1 X = , and an 3 R reaction cannot occur at all when 3 0 X = . The plot in Fig. 5c provides a sampling of the 3 X population at times that are uncorrelated with the times of the 3 R reactions, and it arguably represents a more "natural" sampling than that shown in Fig. 5b . But of course, both plots are "correct".
For the parameter values (33), the left hand side of condition (25) is found to be larger than the right hand side by about four orders of magnitude, and that favorable imbalance persists for the time span simulated since dgr 3
x stays fairly constant (at about 0.5) during this time. The slow-scale SSA should therefore be applicable. Figure 6 shows the results of a slow-scale SSA run. The populations are plotted after each simulated ( 3 R ) reaction, and there were 1,165 such reactions in the interval shown. We see that the 2 X and 4 X plots in Fig. 6a are statistically indistinguishable from the SSA-generated plots in Fig. 5a . We also see that the 3 X plot in Fig. 6b more closely resembles the equal-time plot in Fig. 5c than the 3 R reaction-time plot in Fig. 5b . This is to be expected from the way in which the slow-scale SSA "relaxes" the fast variables after each 3 R reaction before sampling them. For this particular slow-scale SSA run, the 3 X values were always generated using the exact method in Step 4c, rather than the faster approximate method in Step 4b; nevertheless, the actual speedup factor of the slow-scale SSA run relative to the 4 x exact SSA run here was found to be about 400.
VIII. STREAMLINING THE ALGORITHM
A close examination of the computational procedure described in Sec. VI will reveal that the three fast variables 1 x , 2 x and 3 x affect the slow reaction 3 R only through the values of the two parameters T1 1 3 x x x ≡ + and T2 2 3
x x x ≡ + ; furthermore, the values of those two parameters do not get changed by the relaxation Step 4. Therefore, if we are content to track the status of the three fast variables only through the two variables T1 x and T2
x , we can speed up the simulation procedure by omitting the random samplings of 3 ( ) X ∞ in Steps 4b and 4c.
The specific changes required to "streamline" the algorithm in this way are as follows: In Step 3b, delete the two updates to 3 x and 1 x . In Step 3c, change the T2 x update to read T2 T2 1 x x ← − . In Steps 4b and 4c, delete the "generate" instructions.
Omit
Step 4d entirely. And finally, in
Step 5b, plot
This streamlined stochastic simulation procedure evidently ignores the fast variables 1 x , 2 x , and 3 x (the enzyme, substrate, and enzyme-substrate complex populations), and focuses solely on the slow variable 4 x (the product species population). We shall see in Sec. X that simulating the evolution of the system in this way is essentially equivalent to invoking the standard Michaelis-Menten formula for the deterministic rate of the slow reaction. But note that stochastically correct values of the fast variables 1 x , 2 x and 3 x can be regained at any time, and without any loss of accuracy, by simply restoring Steps 4b, 4c, and 4d to their previous forms.
IX. INCORPORATING ADDITIONAL SLOW REACTION CHANNELS
It is straightforward to generalize the simulation procedure for reactions (1) described in Sec. VI to accommodate K additional slow reactions, 4 3 , , K R R + . These additional slow reactions might involve any of the species 1 4 , , S S already present in reactions (1), as well as any new (slow) species. For example, a reaction could be added that slowly creates new molecules of the substrate species 2 S , or that slowly consumes existing molecules of the free enzyme species 1 S .
Condition (25) for applying the slow-scale SSA, which gets tested in Step 1, will have to be modified so that it compares the relaxation time of the virtual fast process to the expected time to the next slow reaction of any kind. The needed modification is the replacement of 3 a on the right hand side of (25) 
Step 1 must then be expanded to evaluate all the slow-scale propensity functions 3 3 , , K a a + according to these rules, and to also compute their sum,
Step 2 must be modified so that it determines not only when the next slow reaction occurs but also which slow reaction that will be. In direct analogy with the standard SSA, the new Step 2 would read
Step 2: Draw two unit-interval uniform random numbers, 1 r and 2 r . Take
, and take j to be the smallest integer that satisfies Step 3b must be changed so that it implements the state change induced by the particular slow reaction j R whose index was found in Step 2. And
Step 3c must additionally update T1 1 3
x x x ← + if the occurrence of any of the new slow reactions is capable of altering the value of that parameter.
Finally, the actions in Steps 0a, 0b and 5a must be extended to all reactions and all species.
The resulting algorithm, which we note leaves the core computations involving the virtual fast process unchanged, will simulate the evolution of the expanded system (1) one slow reaction at a time.
X. CONNECTION TO MICHAELIS-MENTEN
The traditional deterministic approach to the enzyme-substrate reactions (1) is to invoke the Michaelis-Menten formula for the rate v at which molecules of product species 4 S are being produced. The deterministic reaction rate equation for reactions (1) gives v as
where i X is now viewed as a sure (non-random) variable giving the instantaneous number of i S molecules in the system. Deriving the Michaelis-Menten formula for v evidently requires obtaining an estimate for 3 X , and a quick review of how that is done will enable us to understand the connection between the Michaelis-Menten approach to reactions (1) and the slow-scale SSA approach presented in this paper.
There are actually two ways of obtaining the Michaelis-Menten formula: one can invoke either the partial equilibrium approximation or the quasi-steady state approximation. In the partial equilibrium approximation, one assumes that the fast reactions 1 R and 2 R are in approximate equilibrium with each other. Equating (approximately) the deterministic rates at which those two reactions occur gives c X X c X .
In the quasi-steady state approximation, one assumes that the population of the enzymesubstrate complex species 3 S is approximately constant. Since the reaction-rate equation gives ( )
contrast cannot reliably track the fluctuating populations of the fast species. In that respect, the Michaelis-Menten analysis is similar to the "streamlined" stochastic simulation procedure described in Sec. VIII, wherein no attempt is made to reproduce the populations of the fast species. However, the Michaelis-Menten analysis never directly addresses the question of what effect the fluctuations in the fast variable 2 X might have on the accuracy of the formula for v in Eq. (38). The slow-scale analysis provides a priori assurance that those fluctuations in fact have practically no effect on the production of product molecules, even though they could conceivably have other effects when reactions (1) are imbedded in a larger set of reactions. And finally, the slow-scale SSA automatically provides an accurate discrete-stochastic description of the creation of product molecules by reaction 3 R , for those circumstances where that turns out to be important.
XI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The enzyme-substrate reaction set (1) is a common motif in cellular systems, where it often satisfies condition (2). We have shown here how dramatic increases in the speed of stochastically simulating reactions (1) under condition (2) can be achieved, without noticeable loss of computational accuracy, by using the slow-scale SSA that was developed in Ref. 2 . We described the application of the slow-scale SSA to this system in detail, and we indicated how the procedure adapts to the case in which reactions (1) are embedded in a larger set of (slow) reactions. Finally, we showed that the slow-scale SSA approach to reactions (1) is a natural stochastic extension of the deterministic MichaelisMenten approach, and in fact provides a broader perspective on the Michaelis-Menten formula that helps clarify its rationale.
The speedup provided by the slow-scale SSA for reactions (1) generally depends on the strength of the inequality (2), or more accurately, the inequality (25): the stronger those inequalities are, the greater the speedup will be, and the greater the accuracy will be as well. If those inequalities do not hold, the three reaction channels in (1) will be firing at comparable rates. In that case the system will not be stiff, and the slow-scale SSA cannot be applied. If at least some of the reactant populations are large, substantial but less dramatic speedups over the exact SSA should still be possible by using the explicit tau-leaping procedure. 6 If all the reactant populations are small, the SSA itself will probably be the most efficient simulation procedure. (1) for the parameter values (32). Only 3 R reactions were explicitly simulated here. The trajectories are statistically indistinguishable from the exact SSA trajectories generated in Fig. 3 , but this simulation ran about 900 times faster. (1) for the parameter values (33). A total of 13.7 million reactions were simulated, but the species populations in (a) and (b) are plotted out only after each occurrence of a slow ( 3 R ) reaction, of which there were 1,172. The 3 X plot in (c) is from the same run, but here the points are plotted at equally spaced time intervals, with the interval spacing chosen to give the same total number of plotted points. The explanation for the slight but statistically significant differences between the (b) and (c) plots is discussed in the text. R reactions were explicitly simulated here, and they numbered 1,165. The 2 X and 4 X trajectories in (a) are statistically indistinguishable from the exact SSA trajectories in Fig. 5a . The 3 X trajectory in (c) more closely resembles the one in Fig. 5c than the one in Fig. 5b , for reasons explained in the text. This slow-scale SSA simulation ran about 400 times faster than the SSA simulation in Fig. 5 . 
